I remember some things in detail, really acutely,
but I can’t remember what I did yesterday, you
know what I mean? Call it what you want.”
It’s very synaesthetic in style, it chops about…
there's the analysis of what you call ‘victimisation’ — when you’ve played the victim in your
narrative. It comes across like a classic rock
biog — post-drugs, discovery of yoga…
“I never had time to go beyond my background
before. It was fun, I actually enjoyed doing that.
It’s always down with Debbie and a small violin.
I’m done with that, I’m over it. I have to try to
be positive, you know what I mean, in terms of
what my life’s been like. I’m no psychologist but
I have lived a great life and I can hopefully catch
up with myself over the next 30 or 40 years, living
around a family as a unit, watching my daughter
grow up...”

You go into your Séancic method in detail in the
pages. How do you say it?
“See-awn-sick…”
Would you explain that, please?
“It’s a method. I'm dyslexic, and synaesthesia,
and I’ve composed for 25 years, which was a very
awkward position to begin with; to be able to
execute quite competently against musicians who
are playing very well. Any person who can’t play
an instrument or programme, people who don’t
understand how the fuck I do that, I see it as a
painting. In the '90s, I went in with 70% in my
head, now I go in with 99.9% of it in my head before I get there. I kind of draw it with a diagram,
and as long as I have the right melody, and the
design of the piece, the rest just kind of comes together — the physical aspect of what I do. In the
'90s, I’d record the melody, sometimes to a click
track, so I’d know roughly what the tempo was,
and then attach different instrumentation to the
melody, that’s always been my technique.

SOVIET
SKANKERS

Era Of Dance charts our
culture's spread eastwards...
The main protagonists in Viktor Buda’s
fascinating ERA OF DANCE film are Westbam
(Maximilian Lenz) meeting Eastbam (Roberts
Gobzinš)
, on the Berlin wall as it breaks down.
Starting with Derrick May taking his crown as
overlord of techno, this brilliantly crafted,
socialist-digging doc charts the pandemic’s
influence, across the universe, into, uh,
the USSR… perhaps the least explained
phenomenon in electronic music’s 80-year

history (if we take it back to the Theremin —
offering a nice full circle, being named after its
Russian inventor in 1928).
Tracking back through Latvian parties where
- Krauklis and Ugis Polis cranked up
Janis
the volume using reel to reels, this is worth
watching if only to gaze at incredible Soviet
fashions, and Latvian old schoolers having it.
,

There’s a lot of that quote from Ernest Hemingway, ‘That I am a foreigner is not my fault. I
would rather have been born here’, although
there is no sense of regret. It’s a book of you
getting to know all the very many chapters
there have been in your own life: from discombobulating fostering, your identity of being
mixed-race… Russian vodka gets the blame for
some of the effects…
“The darker stuff is all in the first book, 9 Lives
— 17 years ago, m’dear, I’m not going to repeat
myself in a secondary book. This celebrates what I
remember in a good way.”

From Latvia, the movement spread to the
USSR, where to put on parties, DJs had to
be appointed by the Ministry of Culture,
who govern this story as the gods of Russian
electronica. With additional insight from
- and cultural
multimedia artist Indulis Bilzens
theorist and music critic Artemy Troitsky,
the film is just beginning to kick off with
screenings. Stay tuned via their Facebook
page: Era of Dance Movie.

Metalheadz — respect, London needed that
when the first wave of rave faded...
“Yeah, well, it was a responsibility, to pass it
on. It didn’t feel like a burden. Had a good time
whilst we were at it.”
You’re en route back to Thailand now, what else
have you got planned?
“People ask about long term, the future — I don’t
know. But short-term: there’s going to be a Tate
show this year, judging Turner prize; movie in
March I’m doing, a heist thing, acting in that,
playing the main lead. I keep myself busy, few
shows with the orchestral stuff, y’know, I enjoy it.
There’s still life in the old dog. It’s interesting, I
get bored, so there’s a lot of painting collections
I’m doing, so I’m doing that, going to go to Asia,
decompress, spend the new year in NZ, and that’ll
be me done — I think.”
•All Things Remembered is out now on Faber.

RAINY CITY RAVE
RAMBLE

Check the club culture panel
at Louder Than Words fest...
MCR, wanna brain-rave? The ‘club culture’
panel reconvenes at Louder Than Words festival for a fifth time this month. The panel will
be exploring how rave culture is represented,

the impact it has on us, and how it all came to
be. It'll feature DJ David Dunne, soundtrack
composer Nick Hussey, DJ and music reviewer
Greg Fenton, photographer Rachel McHaffie,
and artist Trafford Parsons, and is chaired by
former DJ Mag scribe Simon A. Morrison. Taking place on 11th November at The Principal
Hotel (Oxford Road, Manchester, M60 7HA) at
8.15-9.45pm, the festival is co-curated by Jill
Adam and John Robb.
•Tickets available via louderthanwordsfest.
com
DJMAG.COM
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